Abstract. In this paper 1 we propose a new algorithm for providing confidence and credibility values for predictions on a multi-class pattern recognition problem which uses Support Vector machines in its implementation. Previous algorithms which have been proposed to achieve this are very processing intensive and are only practical for small data sets. We present here a method which overcomes these limitations and can deal with larger data sets (such as the US Postal Service database). The measures of confidence and credibility given by the algorithm are shown empirically to reflect the quality of the predictions obtained by the algorithm, and are comparable to those given by the less computationally efficient method. In addition to this the overall performance of the algorithm is shown to be comparable to other techniques (such as standard Support Vector machines), which simply give flat predictions and do not provide the extra confidence/credibility measures.
Introduction
Many risk-sensitive applications such as medical diagnosis, or financial analysis require predictions to be qualified with some measure of confidence. Indeed in general, any predictive machine-learning algorithm which requires human-computer interaction, often benefits from giving qualified predictions. The usability of the system is improved, and predictions with low confidence can be filtered out and processed in a different manner. In this paper we have two aims: firstly, we wish to provide confidence and credibility values for our predictions, rather than the simple "flat" answer given by many Machine Learning techniques (such as a standard Support Vector Machine [10] ); secondly we want to obtain these values in an efficient manner so that the algorithm is practical for large data sets, and does not suffer the time penalties of previously proposed algorithms (e.g. those in [1, 7] ). To achieve the confidence and credibility measures, we build on ideas of algorithmic information theory (see [12] ). By using these ideas, we are able to provide confidence measures with a strong theoretical foundation, and which do not rely on stronger assumptions than the standard i.i.d. one (we actually make a slightly weaker assumption, that of exchangeability). This is in contrast to many alternative methods (such as the Bayesian approach), which often require a prior probability (which is not known and has to be estimated), and confidence measures are given on the assumption that this prior is the correct one. In order to compute these values we use Support Vector Machines and the statistical notion of p-values, in an extension of the ideas presented in [7] . The multi-class method presented in that exposition however, was processingintensive, and the length of time required meant that the algorithm was not practical for medium to large datasets. The method presented here (and originated in [11] ) however, overcomes these difficulties, and in section 4 experiments are conducted on much larger data sets (e.g. 7900 training, 2000 test). The layout of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe the theoretical motivation for the algorithm, then in section 3 we concentrate on a specific implementation which uses Support Vector machines. In this section we briefly describe a previous method of qualifying Support Vector method predictions, and extend the technique to the multi-class case. The inefficiencies of this method are presented, and a new algorithm is proposed. Experimental evidence is presented in section 4 which indicates that as well as providing confidence and credibility values, the algorithm's predictive performance is comparable to a standard Support Vector machine when using the same kernel function. Specifically, experiments were carried out on the US Postal Service digit database, and a comparison is made between the new algorithm, the algorithm presented in [7] , and a standard Support Vector Machine. In section 5 we discuss the merits of this approach and suggest future directions of research.
Randomness
In [12] it was shown that approximations to universal confidence measures can be computed, and used successfully as a basis for machine learning. In this section we present a summary of the relevant ideas, which will provide a motivation for the technique described in section 3. What we are principally interested in is the randomness of a sequence z = (z 1 , . . . , z n ) of elements of z i ∈ Z where Z is some sample space (for the applications presented in this paper, z is a sequence (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x l , y l ), (x l+1 , y l+1 ) where x i ∈ IR n , y ∈ Z, containing l training examples and one test example along with some provisional classification). Let P = P 1 , P 2 , . . . be a sequence of statistical models such that, for every n = 1, 2, . . . , P n is a set of probability distributions in Z n . In this paper we will only be interested in specific computable P (namely, the iid and exchangeability models). We say that a function t : Z * → N (where N is the set {0, 1, . . .} of non-negative integers) is a log-test for P-typicalness if 1. for all n ∈ N and m ∈ N and all P ∈ P n , P {z ∈ Z n : t(z) ≥ m} ≤ 2 −m . 2. t is semi-computable from below.
As proven by Kolmogorov and Martin-Löf (1996) (see also [4] ), there exists a largest, to within an additive constant, log-test for P-randomness, which is called P-randomness deficiency. When P n consists of all probability distributions of the type P n , P being a probability distribution in Z, we omit "P-" and speak of just randomness deficiency. If d(z) is the randomness deficiency of a data sequence z, we call δ(z) = 2 −d(z) the randomness level of z. The randomness level δ is the smallest, to within a constant factor, p-value function; the latter notion is defined as follows: a function t : Z * → [0, 1]) is a p-value function w.r.t. the iid model if 1. for all n ∈ N and r ∈ [0, 1] and all distributions P ∈ Z, P n {z ∈ Z n : t(z) ≤ r} ≤ r. (1) 2. t must be semi-computable from above.
The randomness level is a universal measure of typicalness with respect to the class of iid distributions: if the randomness level of z is close to 0, z is untypical. Functions t which satisfy the above requirement are called p-typicalness tests.
Using Randomness
Unfortunately, this measure of typicalness is non-computable (and in practice one has to use particular, easily computable, p-value functions). If however one could compute the randomness deficiency of a sequence and we accept the iid assumption and ignore computation time, then the problem of prediction would become trivial. Assuming we have a training set (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x l , y l ) and an unlabelled test example x l+1 , we can do the following:
1. Consider all possible values Y for the label y l+1 , and compute the randomness level of every possible completion (
2. Predict Y corresponding to the completion with the largest randomness level. 3. Output as the confidence in this prediction one minus the second largest randomness level. 4. Output as the credibility the randomness level of the prediction.
The intuition behind confidence can be described with the following example. Suppose we choose a "significance level" of 1%. If the confidence in our prediction exceeds 99% and we are wrong, then the actual data sequence belongs to the set of all data sequences with randomness level less than 1%, (which by (1) is a very rare event). Credibility can be seen as a measure of quality of our data set. Low credibility means that either the training set is non-random or the test example is not representative of the test set.
Use in Practice
In order to use these ideas in practice, we will associate a strangeness measure with each element in our extended training sequence (denoted α i ). If we have a strangeness measure which is invariant w.r.t. permutation of our data, the probability of our test example being the strangest in the sequence is
. Because all permutations of strangeness measures are equiprobable, we can generalise this into a valid p-typicalness function :
This is the type of function we will use in order to approximate the randomness level of a sequence. In this paper, our strangeness measures (α i ) are constructed from the Lagrange multipliers of the SV optimisation problem, or the distances of examples from a hyperplane.
SV Implementation
In this section we describe a way of computing confidence and credibility values which uses Support Vector Machines. We first describe and extend the method outlined in [7] to the multi-class case.
The new method presented later in this section is more computationally efficient than the one presented in [7] (for timings see section 4), allowing much larger datasets to be used.
Original Method
In [7] , a method for two-class classification problems was presented. The method involved adding a test example to the training set, along with a provisional classification (say −1). A Support Vector machine was then trained on this extended set, and the resultant Lagrange multipliers were used as a strangeness measure. That is the following optimisation problem was solved :
subject to the constraints, i=1,...,l+1
The p-typicalness function took the form :
The test example was then added to the training set with a provisional classification of +1, and p + was calculated in a similar fashion. Confidence and credibility were then calculated as outlined in section 2.1.
Extension to Multi-Class Problems
The method above can easily be extended to the multiclass case. Consider an n-class pattern recognition problem. This time, for each test example, n optimisation problems have to be solved (one for each possible classification). We generate n "one against the rest" classifiers, each time using the resultant α-values to calculate p-typicalness as follows. For each class m ∈ {1, . . . , n}, train an m-against-the-rest Support Vector machine, and calculate p m as :
That is, for each classifier, we only use the α-values which correspond to the provisional classification given, in our calculation of p-typicalness. Unfortunately, although this method works in practice, it is rather inefficient and can only be used on small data sets. Consider as an example of a medium-large problem, the well known 10-class digit recognition problem of the US Postal Service data set. To train a single "one vs. the rest" SV machine on this data set takes approximately 2 minutes. Therefore, to use the above method to classify a test set of 2000 examples, it would take approximately 2 × 10 × 2007 = 40140 minutes. Which is roughly 1 month! Clearly this is unacceptable, and an improvement has to be found.
New Method
The general idea is as follows; we create a hash function f h : IR d → {1, . . . , h}, which when given a training vector x i , returns a value in the range {1, . . . , h}. This is used to create a total of h * n subsets of our training data (where n is the number of classes in our training set). For each class in the training set, a Support Vector Machine is trained in the following way. For every possible output of the hash function j, train a Support Vector Machine each time leaving out of the training process those examples which both are a member of the class being considered, and return a value of j from the hash function. More formally, we have the following. We are given a training set T which consists of l examples and their labels (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x l , y l ), where x k ∈ IR d and y k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We also have a hash function f h : IR d → {1, . . . , h}. Note that the hash function should be chosen so that it is "pseudo-random" and splits the training set into roughly equal portions. The hash function used in the experiments in this paper simply computed the sum of all attribute values modulo h plus 1. First of all we create nh sets S i,j from our training set
where i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , h. On each of these sets we train a Support Vector Machine. That is, we obtain hn functions of the form
where K is some kernel function, and the α i 's are obtained by solving the following optimisation problems; maximise
subject to the constraints,
This is similar to the "one against the rest" method which is often used in multi-class Support Vector Machines [9] . For our purposes though, we create several "one against the rest" classifiers for every class, each time only including positive examples which have a particular value when the hash function is applied.
Classification, Confidence, and Credibility
The procedure for classifying a new test example is given by Algorithm 1. In a nutshell the procedure simply applies the hash function to some new example x new , then for each class identifies a working set (denoted W i ) and a particular function F i,j (which did not use any element of the working set in its creation). The function F i,j is then used to obtain the distance to the hyperplane for each element of the working set, and our new example (these distances are denoted by d 1 , . . . , d |Wi| , d new ). Note that "distance" here is defined as the output of a function F i,j (x), and therefore can be negative (if the point x lies on a specific side of the hyperplane). In order to give
Algorithm 1 Classifying a new test sample x new
Obtain jnew = f h (xnew).
for to compute. The ideal situation is where our new example is the "strangest" example of the working set. For this algorithm the strangest example is the one with the smallest distance to the hyperplane (recall that "distance" in this sense can be negative, so the smallest d k is either the example furthest on the "wrong" side of the hyperplane for classification c, or if all examples are on the positive side, the example closest to the hyperplane). The probability that our example x new has the smallest valued distance to the hyperplane out of all examples in the working set is simply
(since all permutations of d 1 , . . . , d |Wi| , d new are equiprobable). The distances from the hyperplane are a valid strangeness measure (i.e. they are invariant under permutation), so we can construct a valid p-typicalness function as follows :
As stated in Algorithm 1, our prediction for x new is given by the classification which yielded the highest p-value. In an ideal case, the p-value associated with the correct classification will be high, say ≥ 95%, and for all other classifications it will be low, say ≤ 5%. In this case both confidence and credibility will be high and our prediction is deemed to be reliable. If however the example looks very strange when given all possible classifications (i.e. the highest p-value is low, e.g. ≤ 10%), then although confidence may be high (all other p-values may still be ≤ 5%), our credibility will be low. The intuition here would be: although we are confident in our prediction (the likelihood of it being another candidate is low), the quality of the data upon which we base this prediction is also low, so we can still make an error. This would concur with the intuition in section 2. In this situation our test example may not be represented by the training set (in our experiments this would correspond to a disfigured digit).
Experiments and Results
Experiments were conducted on the well known benchmark USPS database (see e.g. [3] ), which consists of 7291 training examples and 2007 test examples, where each example is a 16 × 16 pixelated image of a digit in the range 0-9. For all these experiments, the following kernel was used
Although this kernel does not give the best possible performance on the data set, it is comparable and is only meant to ensure that a comparison between the techniques presented here is a fair one.
Efficiency Comparison
In order to compare this method to the one presented in [7] , we conducted an experiment on a subset of the USPS data set. All examples of the digits 2 and 7 were extracted from the data set creating a two-class pattern recognition problem with 1376 training examples and 345 test examples. Table 1 shows the timings and error rates for both methods 2 . Note that a normal Support Vector machine also has 3 errors on this data set (when trained with the same kernel function). Also in this case, the 3 errors produced by the SV machine and the two transductive methods were the same 3 examples. For the new method the range of values which the hash function can produce (h), can be changed. The value of h determines how many subsets each class in the training set is split into, and results are shown for h = 2, 3, and 4. Even though the data Table 1 . Timings, errors (out of 345), and average -log (base 10) p-values for the different methods, on a 2-class subset of the USPS data set. Note that large average p-values are preferable (see section 4.2) set in this experiment would not normally be considered to be large, the previous method suffers a heavy time penalty. The table clearly shows that the method proposed in this paper is more efficient, whilst retaining the same level of performance. In order to interpret the last column of the table, notice that a -log p-value of 2 indicates a p-value of 1%. The gap in efficiency between the two methods is due to the fact that the new method does not have to run two optimisation problems for each test point. If the number of test examples is increased, the time taken by the hashing method does not alter significantly. The old method however, scales badly with any such increase. In order to illustrate this in practice we used a subset of the data described above. A total of 400 examples were used for training, and two test set sizes were used: 100 examples and 345 examples. Table 4 .1 shows the error rates and timings of the old method, and the hashing method with 3 hash sets. Notice the time penalty incurred by the old method as the test set is expanded.
Predictive Performance of the Algorithm
Experiments were also conducted on the full USPS data set, and the performance of the algorithm was measured when each class was split into different numbers of subsets. Table 2 summarises these results. In the case of having 5 splits, the performance of the algorithm deteriorated. This could be due to the fact that although by having 5 splits the training set was larger and therefore one would Table 2 . Timings and error rates for the two methods. The training set size was 400, and two test sets of size 100 and 345 were used. The old algorithm suffers a heavy time penalty with the increase in test set size.
expect a better decision function, the working set is greatly reduced in size. This led to the p-values for many classes being of the same magnitude and would therefore result in more misclassifications. As a point of comparison for the results shown in Table 3 . Error rates for different numbers of splits of each class; the last column gives the average minus log p-value over all incorrect classifications. The data set used was the 10-class USPS data set.
when using the same kernel has an error rate of 4.3%. Although for the smaller data set used in the previous section the performance of the new method, the original transductive method, and the Support Vector machine was identical, our quest for efficiency on a large data set has resulted in a small loss in performance in this case. Our aim though is to produce valid confidence and credibility values whilst retaining good performance, we are not necessarily trying to outperform all other methods. The table shows that the performance of the algorithm does not suffer to a large extent, even though it provides the extra measures. The last column in the table shows the average minus log of p-values calculated for the incorrect classifications of the new example. For relatively noise-free data sets we expect this figure to be high, and our predictive performance to be good. This can also be interpreted as a measure of the quality of our approximation to the actual level of randomness, the higher the number, the better our approximation. This is our main aim: to improve the p-values produced by the algorithm. We believe that good predictive performance will be achieved as our p-values improve. This can already be seen in the progression from the algorithm presented in [1] . Our algorithm provides better confidence and credibility 3 values, and our predictive performance is also higher. When comparing p-values in the tables it is important to note that there is an upper bound on the ave -log p-value which can be obtained. This stems from the fact that even if every incorrect classification is highlighted by the algorithm as the strangest possible, then the p-value is restricted by the sample size from which it is obtained. As an example, consider the p-values obtained in table 1. For the old method, the strangeness measure was taken over the whole training set (approx. 1300 examples). This would yield a maximum average (-log p-value) of 3.11. For hashing however, we are restricted to computing p-typicalness functions over the hash set. For 3 splits, each hash set contains roughly 225 examples. This would yield a maximum average of 2.34. For larger data sets, we would therefore hope that this figure qould improve (as the hash set size would increase).
Confidence and Credibility Values
For the experiments, the confidence in our predictions was typically very high, 85-99%. This was due to the data set being relatively noise free. In a data set corrupted by noise, we would expect the prediction not to be so clear cut. That is, the noise in the data may make another classification (other than correct one) appear to be random. The correct classification may have a large p-value (95%), and therefore may clearly be one we predict. The confidence in the prediction however, will be lower. Our intuition behind the measure of credibility was that it should reflect the "quality" of our predictions. If credibility is low, then the example looks strange for every possible classification, and so our prediction is not as reliable. It is therefore expected that the credibility associated with a prediction which is later found to be incorrect, should be low in a majority of cases. This has been observed experimentally and is illustrated by Figure 1 , which displays histograms showing the number of incorrect predictions which have credibility within a certain range for 2,3 and 4 splits. 
Rejecting Examples
It is possible to use the measures of confidence and credibility to obtain a rejection criteria for difficult examples. Suppose we pick a specific confidence threshold, say 95%, and reject all predictions which fall below this level. We can then expect that the error rate on the remaining predictions will not deviate significantly from at most 5%. Note that over randomisations of the training set and the test example, and over time, we would expect the error rate to be ≤ 5% (over all examples). In this scenario however, we have a fixed (but large) training set. Also, we are measuring the error over the non-rejected examples and not the whole set. If a small number of examples are rejected however, we would not expect the error rate to deviate significantly from 5%. Unfortunately, it is not possible to say a-priori how many examples will be rejected. For our experiments have selected four possible rejection criteria, these are : Confidence, Credibility, Confidence × Credibility and (1 − Confidence) − Credibility. The first measure is obvious -we want to reject all classifications which do not achieve a certain confidence value, therefore capping the generalisation error. The other measures however, also control generalisation error. We may wish to reject examples with low credibility; that is, those examples which look unlikely given any classification. Thirdly, by simply taking the product of the two measures, we end up with a single measure which is only high when both values are high. Finally, the difference between typicalness values of the two likeliest classifications can be used. Again, this is an attempt to reject samples which do not have a clear leading candidate for the correct classification. The rejection rate vs. generalisation error on non-rejected examples is plotted for hash sizes 2,3,4 and 5, and are shown in figure 2. 
Discussion
In this paper we have presented an algorithm which gives both confidence and credibility values for its predictions, on a multi-class pattern recognition problem. This method overcomes the time penalties suffered by a previously proposed algorithm, whilst retaining a comparable level of performance. This allows the method to be used on large real-world data sets. Empirical evidence has been presented which indicates that the confidence and credibility values produced by the algorithm correctly reflect confidence in the prediction and the quality of the data upon which it was based. Furthermore, in addition to providing confidence and credibility values, the performance of the algorithm has been shown to be comparable to that of Support Vector machines. The work here concentrates on pattern recognition problems, but can easily be extended to regression estimation. Both Support Vector Machine regression, and methods such as Ridge Regression (see e.g. [2] , or [6] for the kernel-based version) can be extended to incorporate the ideas in this paper.
